
NexusOne-managed Cloudera-as-a-Service
Nexus Cognitive specializes in helping organizations accelerate their data maturity journey through NexusOne – managed 
Cloudera-as-a-Service. The platform is the “easy button” for customers who want the power of Cloudera but don’t want to 
retain expensive technical resources. NexusOne provides significant opportunities to lower the client’s cost of 
implementation, security, operations, and support by 50% to 90% compared to “going it alone.” It is the clear choice for 
companies that need to manage enterprise workloads. We offer comprehensive tech-enabled managed services designed to 
take the burden off your shoulders. NexusOne addresses security concerns with an extensive SOC2 Type2 PaaS security 
envelope vetted by major financial institutions.  

Solution Brief

Challenge
Many companies struggle to develop a 
standard pattern to effectively 
implement, orchestrate, and operate 
enterprise data projects due to 
technical debt, lack of standardization 
or complexity. Studies suggest that 
over 50% of enterprise data projects 
do not provide the intended Return on 
Investment (ROI). 

Solution
NexusOne provides all the tools 
needed to rapidly overcome the 
challenges associated with managing 
enterprise data. As a comprehensive 
managed Cloudera-as-a-Service 
solution, NexusOne transforms the 
way organizations handle their data, 
ensuring a streamlined and effective 
approach to implementation, 
orchestration, and operation.

Benefits
• Cost Take Out

• Speed to Value

• Security SOC2 Type 2

• Enterprise Pricing

• Operations and Support

• Industry Knowledge

NexusOne–We Operate so you can Innovate
NexusOne Core serves as a foundation that unifies, scales, and optimizes data operations.

Cost Take Out
NexusOne provides significant opportunities to lower the 
client’s cost of implementation, security, operations, and 
support by 50% to 90% compared to “going it alone.” 

Speed to Value
Establish an enterprise data lake in days, populate data in 
weeks, and gain valuable insights in 4 to 6 weeks. 

Enterprise Security SOC2 Type 2
All data is shielded within an air-gapped security envelope in 
the cloud of your choice using a security depth philosophy. 

Enterprise Pricing 
Bundle project implementation fees, cloud infrastructure, 
security, CDP license, and operations costs into a low 
monthly fee.

Operations and Support 
Take advantage of our 24x7 “white glove” support for all 
systems under our management and security umbrella.

Industry Knowledge
Leverage significant domain knowledge across various 
industries from our experienced staff.



NexusOne 
is a turnkey 
solution to 
outsource 
operations 
and 
support, 
enabling 
answers at 
scale.

Want to Know More?
To access the latest information about the Cloudera 
NexusOne partnership, please visit the link below: 
www.nexuscognitive.com/nexusonewithcloudera

Contact:
Paul Falkenberg, CRO

paul@nexuscognitive.com | 404.372.2989

Enterprise Pricing
Nexus offers customers the ability to outsource as little or 

as much as they want. Some customers only leverage 
NexusOne Core while managing data pipelines and 

advanced analytics in-house. Others entrust Nexus with 
their entire data infrastructure, including the core, data 

pipelines, applications, and IT management. Nexus 
welcomes any of these scenarios along with creative 

approaches to amortize all project costs, including 
implementation, into one low monthly payment. 

Simplicity and Standardization lead to Natural Cost Containment
As the complexity of the modern enterprise data environment explodes, companies find themselves looking for ways to 
simplify and secure their operations to focus on their core business. NexusOne is designed to be a safe harbor by providing a 
management and security shield over the enterprise data assets that drive innovation.

NexusOne–Answers at Scale
NexusOne is a managed Cloudera-as-a-Service platform for companies that want to focus on their core business by 
outsourcing the administration, support, and security of managing complex big data environments. The platform takes a 
holistic approach to infrastructure by addressing cloud support, data, managed infrastructure, and enterprise services under a 
unified control plane and security umbrella. The goal of NexusOne is cost-effective management of complexity to discover 
something you don’t know about your business. 

CLOUD

•  AWS
•  Azure
•  GCP

•  Help Desk Support
•  Operations
•  Security Management
•  Network Services &            
    Firewall
•  Directory Services –       
    Single Sign-On (SSO)
•  Native Cloud Services:   
    AWS, Azure, GCP
•  Endpoint Services

ENTERPRISE SERVICES

•  Data Pipeline
•  Advanced Analytics
•  Data-Driven Apps
•  AI/ML/LLM
•  ModelOps
•  Data Governance

MANAGED 
INFRASTRUCTURE

•  Cloudera

BIG DATA
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